Abstract. Harmonic maps from a surface 5 with nondegenerate prescribed and induced metrics are characterized, showing that holomorphic quadratic differentials play the same role for harmonic maps from a surface with indefinite prescribed metric as they do in the Riemannian case. Moreover, holomorphic quadratic differentials are shown to arise as naturally on surfaces of constant H or K in M} as on their counterparts in £3. The connection between the sine-Gordon. sinh-Gordon and cosh-Gordon equations and harmonic maps is explained. Various local and global results are established for surfaces in M with constant H. or constant K ¥= 0. In particular, the Gauss map of a spacelike or timelike surface in My is shown to be harmonic if and only if H is constant. Also, K is shown to assume values arbitrarily close to H2 on any entire, spacelike surface in M} with constant H. except on a hyperbolic cylinder. These facts are related in a simple way, as shown in Theorems 9 and 12 below. Indeed, once metrics are properly chosen, the identity maps on surfaces with constant H or K =£ 0 in £3 are prototypes for harmonic maps from surfaces, in a sense made clear by Theorems A and B in §5.
1. Introduction. If a surface with prescribed Riemannian metric is harmonically immersed in a ¿¡r-dimensional Riemannian manifold, a particular quadratic differential associated with the mapping is holomorphic. (See [6] .) In what seem to be quite different circumstances, on surfaces of constant mean curvature H or Gauss curvature K J= 0 in Euclidean 3-space £3, a certain quadratic differential defined by the geometry of the situation is holomorphic. (See [12, 13 and 20] .)
These facts are related in a simple way, as shown in Theorems 9 and 12 below. Indeed, once metrics are properly chosen, the identity maps on surfaces with constant H or K =£ 0 in £3 are prototypes for harmonic maps from surfaces, in a sense made clear by Theorems A and B in §5.
For rather compelling reasons, one does not expect to find holomorphic quadratic differentials when studying analogous objects in the non-Riemannian case. Looking, for example, at a harmonic map from Minkowski 2-space, or at a timelike surface with constant H in Minkowski 3-space M3, the indefinite prescribed metrics fail to provide a complex analytic structure on the surface, and the defining partial differential equations (which are elliptic in the Riemannian case) are hyperbolic.
Nonetheless, we show in this paper that holomorphic quadratic diffeentials play the same role for harmonic maps from a surface with indefinite prescribed metric as they do for harmonic maps from a surface with Riemannian prescribed metric. Moreover, we show that holomorphic quadratic differentials arise just as naturally on spacelike or timelike surfaces with constant H or K ^ 0 in A/3 as for their counterparts in E3. (What really matters is that the surfaces should sit in a pseudo-Riemannian 3-manifold of constant curvature.)
Harmonic maps from surfaces with indefinite metric, though of interest to physicists (see [27] ), are far less understood then those from a surface with Riemannian metric. Meanwhile, the classical geometry of surfaces in M3 has yet to be fully explored. The complex analytic techniques developed in this paper have applications in both areas.
In particular, we use holomorphic quadratic differentials to characterize harmonic maps from a surface S with nondegenerate prescribed and induced metric, thereby associating to any such map three different metrics which are flat whenever they are nondegenerate. Replacing the Cauchy-Riemann equations by the Codazzi-Mainardi equations, we obtain in Theorems A and B different versions of the characterizations which can be applied using arbitrary coordinates on S. Theorem 7 explains the connection between harmonic maps and the sine-Gordon, sinh-Gordon and coshGordon equations, thereby clarifying the appearance of these equations as the theorem egregium formula relating intrinsic curvature and K on surfaces in E3 or M3 with constant K and indefinite second fundmental form II. (See [5] and Remark v.)
On surfaces in M3 with constant H or K ^ 0, we provide special local coordinates and metrics which are flat wherever nondegenerate. This allows us to establish some statements in-the-large for surfaces of constant H or K ^ 0 which are complete in one sense or another. We show that the Gauss map of a surface in M3 is harmonic if and only if H is constant, thus extending to M3 the result [31] of Ruh and Vilms, that a hypersurface in E" has harmonic Gauss map if and only if H is constant. By way of contrast, we show that where II is nondegenerate on a surface S in E3 or M3, the Gauss map from (S, II) is harmonic if and only if K is constant. Though Treibergs [34] has provided a wealth of examples of entire, spacelike surfaces in M3 with constant H, we show that K assumes values arbitrarily close to H2 on such a surface, unless it is a hyperbolic cylinder.
The results in this paper indicate a bizarre similarity in the properties of surfaces of constant H as compared with those of constant K ¥= 0. This phenomenon is explained by the formalisms developed in §2- §4, which he at the heart of all arguments. For other applications of these formalisms, see [26] .
The claims made in §2 can be easily checked by the reader. To clarify exposition, we defer proofs of most results in §3- §6 to §7. Wherever possible, C°° smoothness is assumed. The symbol c always denotes a real constant. Where H' is imaginary, H2 < K, and the asymptotic directions separate the null directions. Moreover, there is no simultaneous real diagonalization of A and B as in (1) . Instead, there is the simultaneous complex diagonalization given below in (14). Of course, anywhere on the interior of the umbilic set, coordinates which diagonalize A do the same for B. Wherever K j-0, det C = K2det A and det C = K2det A'. The form W is defined anywhere on 5 by (5) \det A\l/2W: (3) (4) (5) (6) in [33] .) When F = 0,
4(EG)2K(A) = GX(EG)X + Ey(EG)y -2EG{GXX + Eyy).
When E and G are constants,
(EG -F2)2K(A) = (EG -F2)FXV + FFxFy.
We call A, B a Codazzi pair, and write Cod(A, B) in case det A ¥= 0 and Ly -Mx= LY\2 + M(T22 -r,',) -NT2,,
where the Christoffel symbols are computed for A. When using doubly orthogonal coordinates, (9) reduces to (10) Ly = EyH, NX = GXH or, equivalently, to
where ± is the sign of k2 -kv When H2 < K, using coordinates x, y which are isothermal for W, one has
with EM =£ FL. Equations (9) thus become (13) Lx + My=(Ex + Fy)H, Ly-Mx = (Ey-Fx)H.
In terms of the conformai parameter z = x + iy on the Riemann surface Rw determined by W on S, (12) gives (14) A = &dz2 + $dz2, B = tdz2 + ldz2 = k&dz2 + kl,dz2
where 2& = E -iF and 2£ = 2k& -L -iM. Thus, setting £, = k and k2 = k, (2) remains valid when H2 < K. The intrinsic curvature K(A) is given here by where ± is the sign of i(k -k). Note the formal similarity of (14)-(17) to (2), (7), (10) and (11) .
The skew forms are best understood as follows. If H2 > K, doubly orthogonal coordinates give (1) and (18) ±A' = -Edx2 + Gdy2, ±B' = -kxEdx2 + k2Gdy2
where ± is the sign of kx -k2. If H2 < K, coordinates isothermal for W give (12) and
where ± is the sign of EM -FL, which determines whether W is positive or negative definite. If z = x + iy is a conformai parameter on Rw, (14) and (19) give (20) ±A' = -&dz2 + Sdz2, ±B' = -k&dz2 + k&dz2
with ± as in (19) . Where H' =£ 0, we can think of A', B' as a pair, even though both forms are imaginary when H' is. Using (18)-(20), it is easy to check that
When H' > 0, this makes A (resp. B or C) definite if and only if A' (resp. B' or C) is indefinite, and visa versa. However, when H' is imaginary, all the real quadratic formst, B, C, iA', iB' and iC are indefinite. Note that C = C(A', B').
We denote by RA the Riemann surface determined on S by a definite form A. The symbol R is used to denote an arbitrary Riemann surface defined on S. Given some fixed R, and a real quadratic form B = Ldx2 + 2Mdxdy + Ndy2 on S, consider the quadratic differential defined by
using coordinates x, y on S so that z = x + iy is a conformai parameter on R. Note that ß(;4, RA) = 0. One calls ß holomorphic if the coefficient L -N -2iM is complex analytic for every choice of z on R.
While there are generally lots of holomorphic quadratic differentials available on any R (see [32] ), especially interesting situations arise when the ß associated with some form of geometric significance on an immersed surface is holomorphic with respect to some conformai structure related to the immersion. The first such example was given by H. Hopf in [12] , and while numerous further examples are detailed in this paper, many other examples can be found in the literature.
Our first result states that conformai variation of a pair A, B leads to a conformai change in A', B', C and W. where ± is the sign of fiX.
3. Codazzi pairs. In this section we extend to all Codazzi pairs some observations established in [19 and 20] for definite Codazzi pairs. The fundamental forms I, II of a spacelike or timelike surface in a pseudo-Riemannian 3-manifold of constant curvature are the most famous example of a Codazzi pair. (See [28] or [30] , and [8] .)
Other examples are provided in results below. While it is standard to refer to B as a Codazzi tensor on 5 provided with the metric A, we talk about the Codazzi pair A, B in order to emphasize that neither A nor B is fixed. Beyond that, we wish to hint at a rough symmetry in the roles of A and B illustrated by the material in §4. the Gauss map is to a sphere with indefinite (resp. definite) metric III of intrinsic curvature 1 (resp. -1) if I is indefinite (resp. definite). This is explained more fully in §6. (resp. 1/#(I,II)), so that K(\U) = -#(111,11) (resp. #(111,11)) by (6) . The fundamental theorem for surfaces (see §117 in [30] ) thus guarantees the immersion in M3
as described. Just as A was definite in Lemma 2 , and indefinite in Lemmas 3 and 4, note that below, B is definite in Lemma 5 and indefinite in Lemmas 6 and 7. Lemma 5 is a reformulation of an observation made in [13] to prove Liebmann's theorem that any compact S in E3 with K = c > 0 is a sphere. Lemma 5 . If A, B is a pair, any two conditions below imply the remaining two, except that one needs H' ¥= 0 with (iii) and (iv) to get (i) and (ii). 5. Harmonic immersions. In this section we characterize harmonic maps /: (S, h) -» (91, §) with nondegenerate prescribed metric h into an arbitrary ^-dimensional manifold 911 with pseudo-Riemannian metric §, assuming that the metric I = f*@ induced on S is nondegenerate, so that/must be an immersion, and q > 2.
Theorems A and B give formulations of the characterizations which can be applied using arbitrary coordinates on S. They also emphasize the importance of proper normalization of h within the conformai class of metrics which h determines. Thus one has generally available for a harmonic map / not only the energy 1 and equiareal metrics T and IT. used in Theorems A and B, but the flat metric \H'\h provided by Corollary 1.
Our initial discussion is much like §3 in [10] . We use the standard summation convention.
Given a map/: (S, h) -> (9H, §) with h, § and I nondegenerate, let Av, çîV and ,V be the associated Riemannian connections. (See [28 or 30] .) Those who study harmonic maps refer to the covariant derivative v/" given for vector fields X and Y on S by (22) V/,(X, Y) =#7uxfJ-UhVxY)
as the second fundamental form of/. (See §3.1 in [7] .) Here we follow the custom of geometers, taking as the second fundamental form of / the normal vector field valued 2-form B defined by the Gauss equation (27) t = h"Bu + h%Tk -hTk)fk = thB + h%Tk -hTk)fk.
We will call %h = trh B the h-mean curvature vector field, since the ordinary mean curvature vector field is % = %l. By (27) , (28 The energy 1 metric T has been quite useful in studying harmonic maps / with definite prescribed metric h. (See [21] [22] [23] [24] .) It remains to be seen whether the equiareal metric Ii will be of similar value.
If H' = 0 and det h < 0, we have no characterization of a harmonic /. Where H' = 0, either I oc h, or else h and I share exactly one null direction. If I oc h, f is conformai, and we have the following statement, which is well known in the Riemannian case. This corollary shows that when/is harmonic with KH' ¥= 0, then Rh (resp. Rh, or Rw) is parabolic if H'h (resp. H'h' or W) is a complete Riemannian metric. This leads to the following sort of result. 6. Surfaces in M3. Minkowski 3-space M3 is R3 with the inner product UVw,t>i + u2v2 -U3Ü3 for vectors U = («,, u2, w3) and V= (vu v2, v3 ). This produces vectors of positive, imaginary and zero length, referred to as spacelike, timelike and null vectors, respectively. If the Euclidean angle a vector V makes with the horizontal is less than 45°, V is spacelike, if greater than 45°, V is timelike, and if equal to 45°, V is null. In any case, the square of Minkowski length V• V is never greater in absolute value than the square of Euclidean length V '■ V.
Given an immersion X: S -M3, surface theory can be done in the classical way so long as the induced metric I = dX ■ dX is nondegenerate. We assume henceforth that e = det I i= 0, and write ê = det I for the identical immersion X: S -> E1\ Note that I e |<| ê I. When e > 0, I is positive definite, all tangent vectors are spacelike, and S is called a spacelike surface. If e < 0, two null directions divide the tangent plane into spacelike and timelike portions, and S is called a timelike surface. Spacelike surfaces have timelike normal directions, and timelike surfaces have spacelike normal directions.
Writing Xj = dX/dxJ for local coordinates x\ x2 on 5, the vector product X\ X X2 has Minkowski length of absolute value |e|l/2, and Euclidean length ê'/2. The Minkowski unit normal v is the reflection of Xt X X2 in the horizontal, divided by |e|l/2. Since the Euclidean unit normal v for X is Xt X X2 divided by êl/2, the direction of v is the reflection of the direction of v in the horizontal. The Gauss map v. S -» c)+ of a spacelike surface is to the spacelike sphere S+ given by u2 + u\ -u\ = -1. Note that S+ has intrinsic curvature -1. The Gauss map v. S -S" of a timelike surface is to the timelike sphere %' given by u2 + u\ -u2 = -1. Note that S" has intrinsic curvature I. (See §87 in [30] .)
The second fundamental form II for X is given by II = -dXdv = btjdx' dx'.
There is little change in the Gauss equationŝ^-(signe)/,,,,, where F* is the standard Christoffel symbol associated with I, and Xtj -32A"/3x'3jc'. The Weingarten equations for v¡ = dv/dx' are completely unaltered.
Throughout this section, we compute H, K, and H' for the pair I, II. Thus H is the mean curvature, and K the extrinsic curvature for the immersion X: S -> M3. The forms III = C(I, II) = dv ■ dv, Y, II' and W are computed for the pair I, II as in §2.
The corresponding curvatures and forms for X are indicated with a hatted symbol.
Remark 3. Because b¡¡ = X¡¡ ■ v, the relationship between-e and v described above gives l«l'/2n = i|/2â, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use so that II = aÍI with X > 1 and |#|>|#|.
In particular, sign(detll) gives the same information as in the Euclidean case, with det II > 0 implying strict local convexity. Thus II = 0 holds only on a planar surface, and K = 0 holds exactly where K -0. Remark 4. A compact surface S in M3 cannot be entirely spacelike (or entirely timelike). Otherwise, the Euclidean normal directions would all make an angle of more than 45° (or less than 45°) with the horizontal plane. A plane with its Euclidean normal in an omitted direction brought in toward 5 would first touch 5 so as to be tangent to it, producing a contradiction. Thus questions in-the-large about spacelike or timelike surfaces in M3 involve open surfaces, and completeness of one sort or another is the natural global assumption. On a spacelike surface, I is Riemannian, and geodesic completeness has all the usual properties (see [11] ), forcing Î to be complete as well. However, geodesic completeness of I on a timelike surface is not so definitive a notion. (See [1 and 37] .) It may help to look for completeness of metrics which turn out to be definite on a timelike surface, such as H'll' if H2 > K and W if H2 < K. Moreover, completeness of Î is still a reasonable assumption.
The (See [15 and 36] .) Lemma 13 . If H = c on a surface in M3, then wherever eH' > 0, there are local coordinates x, y such that (31) H'l = dx2 + dy2, H'll = (H + H')dx2 + (H -H')dy2; wherever eH' < 0, there are local coordinates x, y such that (32) H'\ = dx2 -dy2, H'W = (H + H')dx2 -(H -H')dy2;
and wherever H' is imaginary, there are local coordinates x, y such that (33) H'\ = ±i{dx2 -dy2), H'll = +iH(dx2 -dy2) + 2H'dxdy.
Moreover, wherever H' ¥= 0, H'l, HT and W are flat. 
Equation (30) thus reads K(l) = H'A log H'/2 = ~K ^ 0, making log H' super-
harmonic on Rv Since I is complete, the flat metric H'\ provided by Lemma 13 is also complete, which means that Rx is parabolic. Since log //' is bounded from below, H' is constant, giving K(l) = 0 = K and H = ±H'. Thus S has the fundamental forms of the spacelike hyperbolic cylinder, which proves the result. (See [13] and Appendix 1 in [16] .) Lemma The following elementary observation will be proved immediately.
Theorem 11. There is no complete, spacelike S in M3 with K < c < 0.
Proof. Suppose there were such an 5 in M3. Since e > 0, (30) gives K(l) > c > 0. But the theorem of Bonnet-Hopf-Rinow (see [11] ) states that S must be compact. By Remark 4, this is a contradiction. (1), (18) and (11) It is easy to check that /¡-null coordinates which give (54) are h '-isothermal, and that Ä-null coordinates which give (55) are If-isothermal. By Lemma 1, this observation remains valid if h is replaced by a conformally equivalent metric. The same can be said, of course, for conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 11+ or 11".
To establish Theorems 4 and 5, we will use the normalized metric II =\K\l/2h which is conformally equivalent to h. Since det I ¥= 0, II is nondegenerate. Proof of Theorem 6. Here, coordinates isothermal (resp. null) for h are isothermal (resp. null) for I. Using (53), Lemmas 11+ and 11" give the result.
Proof of Corollary 2. Since I is positive definite and det h < 0, h' is positive definite. Thus we can apply Lemma 1 from [20] to the pair h', I using H(h', I) = H' = H'(h,l) to show that H'h' is complete because I is. By Corollary 1, H'h' is a complete flat metric, making Rh. parabolic. Taking coordinates for which H'h' -dx2 + dy2, we get 2K(h') = //'A log//'. Thus log //' is subharmonic (resp. superharmonic) wherever K(h') > 0 (resp. < 0). The conclusions follow, with the last claim holding since #(11,1) = -1 forces H'(Yl, I) to be bounded away from zero.
Proof of Theorem 7. Use the coordinates provided by Lemma 16 and Remark 2. Proofs of Lemmas 13 and 15. As noted in [2] , wherever a holomorphic quadratic differential il = 4>dz2¥^0 on a Riemann surface R, there are local conformai parameters z -x + iy in terms of which (J> is any fixed complex constant ^ 0. The coordinates in these lemmas are obtained by taking $ = 2 or <J> = 2i.
Proof of Remark 6. The first claim follows from Corollary 2 and Theorem 9. In the second claim. Theorem 9 and Corollary 1 make HT flat, so that Rv is parabolic, since H'Y is assumed to be complete. Taking x, y so that HT -dx2 + dy2, we get 2#(I') = //'Alog//', making log//' subharmonic (resp. superharmonic) wherever #(I') > 0 (resp. < 0). Thus //' is constant and #(I') = 0 if #(F) > 0 with H' bounded, or #(F) < 0 with //' bounded away from zero. By The union of such sets U is an open dense subset of S. Since S is assumed to be connected, the theorem follows by continuity. We devote a paragraph to each case listed above. When using Theorems 2-5, or Lemmas 11+ and 11", we ignore their condition (i), since the Gauss map v is to a surface. Remember that Cod(I, II) holds. In case (i), Lemma 
